
Process Skills: Measuring  

Measurements are important in science because they provide specific information and help observers 
avoid bias. Measuring is comparing an object or process to a standard. There are two things to watch 
carefully in measuring: choosing the right standard or unit, and performing the measurement itself. 

Practise Your Measuring Skills 
1. You have a centimetre ruler, a metre ruler, a graduated cylinder, and a balance. Which tool would you 

use to measure each of the following? Why? What unit would your measurement have? 
 • the amount of juice in a drinking box 
 • the size of a drinking box 
 • a table 
 • the load in your backpack 

2. Use the appropriate ruler to measure the length of your arm. Express this length in millimetres, 
centimetres, metres, and kilometres. Which unit would you use to compare your arm’s length to the 
length of your leg? Which unit would you use to compare your arm’s length to the length of the 
classroom floor? 

3. Make your own device to measure the volume of your hand, wrist, and arm as accurately as possible. 
Use your device to obtain data on the volume of each arm for left- and right-handed individuals. Do 
you find any pattern? What other questions could your measurements help answer?

Hints for Making Measurements 
! Know the purpose of your measurement. Choose the most suitable unit, for 

example, centimetres for a book or metres for the classroom floor. 

! Know how your measuring tool works, for example, what main units it 
measures and what the smaller units mean. 

! Always label your measurements. If you perform any math operations, such 
as adding or subtracting measurements, always label the resulting numbers 
properly. 

! Determine whether you will need one, two, or a series of measurements. For 
example, if you need to find a change in temperature, you will need to 
subtract the original temperature from the final temperature. 

! Know any special rules that apply. If you aren’t sure, ask. For example, read 
the water level in a graduated cylinder at eye level and at the lowest point of 
the curved surface.


